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Application area
High-performance, wash-resistant dispersion interior 
paint for high-quality, economical ceiling and wall coatings 
in living, working and contract areas with very good appli-
cation properties. In the renovation sector, a perfect result 
is often achieved with just one coat. Suitable for all indoor 
substrates such as plaster of mortar groups P II and P III, 
gypsum plaster of mortar group P IV, concrete/fibre 
cement boards, gypsum plasterboard, glass fabric, 
woodchip wallpaper as well as textured wallpaper made of 
vinyl foam or paper and for overpainting intact old disper-
sion-based coatings. 

Tinting
Can be tinted with max. 5 % full tone and tinting paint on 
dispersion basis (please test compatibility). Bases can only 
be tinted mechanically in the mixing system. Check the 
colour shade accuracy before processing – no exchange. 
Claims for compensation from colour deviations made 
after processing cannot be accepted. On visually 
connected surfaces, use only a colour shade of one 
production / tinting / batch. After tinting, deviations from 
the technical chacteristics and properties are possible. 

Application method
Application with brush, roller or spray application. 
 
Roll application: 
For standard processing for roller application, we 
recommend an inner paint roller with 12 mm pile height. 
 
Spray application: 
Adjust material to spray consistency. Observe the infor-
mation provided by the device manufacturer. For an even 
surface finish, we recommend to roll out the surface. 
Airless spraying: Spray angle: 50°; Nozzle: 0.018 - 0.021”; 
Spray pressure: 120-180 bar

Coating build-up
Prepare the substrate properly. In most cases and on 
surfaces without strong colour contrasts, a single coat of 
undiluted paint  is sufficient for the recoating. 
 
Intercoating: 
On high-contrast surfaces, apply an intermediate coat 
diluted with max. 10% water, depending on application 
and substrate. 
 
Top coat: 
Apply undiluted or diluted with max. 5% water.

Application notes
zz Stir well before use. The material can be diluted to 

adjust the consistency.
zz If the material is diluted too much, the properties (e.g. 

hiding power, colour, resistance) may be impaired.
zz Wet-on-wet coating is recommended to avoid the 

formation of stripes. When painting with a brush, the 
painted area should be well coated. Finally, roll out the 
surface in one direction after the last application.
zz Observe sufficient drying time between coatings.
zz Wash off paint splashes immediately with clear water.

Application temperature
At least +5 °C for object and ambient temperature during 
application and drying.

Drying time
At +20 °C and 65 % relative humidity: 
Overpaintable after approx. 4 hours 
Drythrough after approx. 4 days 
These times change at lower temperatures and/or higher 
humidity.
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Substrate Type and state of substrate / pretreatment Prime coat
Lime cement and cement 
plasters P II and III 
compressive strength with min. 
2 N/mm² according to DIN EN 
998-1

Firm, load-bearing, slightly absorbent. No primer required

Coarse porous, sanding, highly absorbent substrates and on 
those of varying absorption. 

PROFIline Tiefgrund LF

Different absorbent surfaces, repaired areas. PROFIline Tiefgrund LF

After a sufficient drying time, newly plastered patches are to be 
treated and rewashed professionally.

PROFIline Tiefgrund LF

Plaster and finished plasters 
P IV compressive strength with 
min. 2 N/mm² according to DIN 
EN 13279 

Clean and remove dust. PROFIline Tiefgrund LF

PROFIline Grundierfarbe

Plasterboard, gypsum building 
boards

Untreated PROFIline Grundierfarbe

PROFIline Tiefgrund LF

Plates with water-soluble, discolouring ingredients or yellowed 
plates.

Suitable water-based insulating paint

Concrete Smooth, weakly absorbent. Remove release agent residues as 
well as powdery, sandy residues.

PROFIline Grundierfarbe

PROFIline Tiefgrund LF

Aerated concrete Clean and remove dust. PROFIline Tiefgrund LF

Sand-lime brick exposed 
masonry

Ensure sufficient drying time of masonry mortar and joint mortar 
on new masonry.

PROFIline Tiefgrund LF

Old chalk and mineral paint 
coatings

If possible, remove mechanically and make it dust-free. PROFIline Tiefgrund LF

PROFIline Grundierfarbe

Load-bearing old coatings Matt, slightly absorbent. No primer required

Clean dirty, chalking old coats, remove strong chalking 
mechanically.

PROFIline Tiefgrund LF

PROFIline Grundierfarbe
Different absorbent surfaces, repaired areas.

Glossy old coats must be roughened.

Uncoated woodchip wallpaper, 
relief wallpaper and embossed 
wallpaper of paper and glass 
fabric

Uncoated No primer required

Nicotine, water, soot or grease 
spots

Wash off with water and degreasing household cleaner and allow 
to dry well.

Suitable water-based insulating paint

Dry water stains must be brushed off dry. Suitable water-based insulating paint

Surfaces with mould and fungus 
infestation

Remove coarse infestation thoroughly by wet cleaning and allow 
the substrate to dry well. Apply anti-mould paint* and let it dry 
according to manufacturer’s intructions. Observe official 
regulations. Note: It is recommended that the restoration 
measures should be carried out by a specialist company (*Use 
biocides carefully. Always read labelling and product information 
before use).

Suitable anti-mould paint

Salt efflorescence Brush dry (no guarantee can be given for coatings on salt-loaded 
substrates).

PROFIline Grundierfarbe

Permanently elastic joint 
compounds and sealing profiles

Examine the compatibility or the suitability for overpainting (cf. 
DIN 52 460).

No primer required
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